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)
Tbbd preferences are impo.,vtaul determlants of )'.oun.,, chilaren's

consumption pat)erns and nutritional status. This is paaiculady trua

in the higher income cpunirics, whete the ready a liability of a larga.

411*
lrray of alternative foodgtuffsprovides opportuni_ties for many food

choices- From the broad set of diverse factor 'that appear to haVe

impact-on the formatIon of children's food pre erences,fthree categories

of in4nence can he defined: (r) beliefs, attitudes, and knowledge

,
.

about food impArted to the chlld by 'the cultbre, including,food taboos

4

and avoidances,
/ prestige valkies.of foods, and nutritional infrmation;

.

, \

(2) physi

i)

logical mechanisms,.paiticularly the sensory systems of taste and"
/

., . ,..

olfacti n,.that giire rise to sensations forming\the.basislOf the child's

)percept o of the organoleptic aharacteristics of foods;
,

(3) factor arisingfrom elements of the child's immediate and direct

experiences with foodA The discussion that follows is restricted to

the third category'of influehce. Factors that ar6 present in the child's

direct and immedtate experience with food and tha,5pre involved in

th'e formation'of food preierences includeacharacteristics of the food
I

itself, characteristics of the individual, and the social-affective context

in which the experience with food occurs.4kIn additio n,. the cumulative

,

effects of the child's experience mith,food on the formation of food

preferences will be diScussed.
:
. The Role of. Early Elgootience in' the Formation otitood and Tast iredrences

, .

. . , ,

Early e*Frience has been assumed to be parlirlarly importan,t 'in 6.hej/

\
ii,t

,

4

Jormation of children's food prefeiences,and there is sonle evidence

7

that there' hay be sensitive peridds edrtjr in life that are critical fOr

the fOrmation of food preferences and averSions. (Bui:ghardt and Hess,

4 4
47
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Garb and StuAard, 197/0- in.addition, it.'hak; been sugge5;ted that food

preferences established early in life peTsis througho4t the lite span,

inflnencing preferences and contnimptjon patterns during addlthood.
. A

(BeauchaK1 andkaller, 1977; Greene, Desor, and Mailer, 1915).

-Garb-and Stunkard (1974) reported that the onset of food aversions
1

iirAs-greatest-duzing-early.childhood.. Based_on_this evidence...they suggested__

that there may be 4 critical period during childhood for the acquisttion

of food ,aversions. -Their data were cross-sectional and based on the
Ir

retrospmtive reports of approximately 700 individuals interviewed at

different points In the life span; tonging froM the Preschool period through

retirement. In ordell to find experimental.evidence oh the existence of

critical periods in the,formation of,food Weferences, it is necessary dk .

look to work with organisms other than pan. For example, Buizhardt and

Hess (1966) fed young shopping turtles onecof three diets, then .changred

to a second diet for an equivalent period. The order of the,diets was

.,-

cotinterbalancád across"&oups. In a subsequent choice situation, '16 of

the ?0 arilimals.sho preference for thi; diet first experienced.,

-.indicating that*tthe earlier experiende' was more important in i.'114 fOrmation

of food preferences than.the later expe0.ence,
... ._",

1

,In revrewIng the evidence on the rol' of eaily experience in tbe
.

.

, 01- .

formafion.of food preferences in man, BeAchamp andjialler(1977) ,

, .

pointed out that in 'an edrfy,stUdy by DaVis (1929) on the.4consumption

patterns of newly weaned infants, there was a perfect relationship

betwecn.experiellce with fruit juice and prefel'ence for-it by her sample ,

of three children HotIver, eauchamp and 14a1ler also indicated, that

s'

. . .

-

, I1
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the effects of edrly experlenurgwere confounded with frequency of
.

expdsure in Davis: ./research and that an unequivocal anwer to the

question regarding tpe aistence of sensitive periods awaits the .1Jesults

of experimental st,udfcs.
)

4

Men Desor, Greene, and Mailer (1975) compared the taste preferences
_

of children and adults for sweet and salty solutions varying in concea-
1,

traticon, the adults.showed 'larger individual differences thaa the chi/dren
A

in the,concentrations of eugar they preferred, -Varying by as much as eight-
,

fold,in pref-erred concent atioh. The authors interpreted these r&ults

as evidence for the.impor ancel'of exprience in the de-Gelopment of indi-

vidual differences in taste preference. The role, of'experience in the

fe, ermation of taste preference was explored fttrther,by Vene, Desor, and .

A

1 e\ Mailer (1975) who ob4ined preferenqes for seveigal concentrations of

Jsk

,

sl:reet and saltsolutions from both honozygotic and dizygotic

,

Because individual difgerences in preference existed asJ Imritability

'estimates were low, they speculated that eilrly experi nce was-important

in the development of prefetence,'but did not entertsfin.a crit al period

hypothesis. Taken together, the findings suggest that experienca is

_important in the development of taste preferences. Horver, because all

of these data are cross-sectional, cohort effects, matilrational effects,

,

and genetic differe ces among the cohorts all of h are. coirelated

with age, cannotIbe elftninated as possible explanati ,s for the observed

age-related * .

/ aifferences. Althodgh the resultv of research . tpd above suggest

-that critical or sensitil.re periods may exist durin childhood in the
.

,

..
.....---

.

":"'S

formation-or food preferences; research,utilizing nv,,t,udfnal, within= 4kk

,
.

,

J
p.

P

'

i

subjects designs tilat do natti
I*

e* on retrospecti_.' v report,is needed
,
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in order to establish deeinitively the tole of early exporience in the

.
formation of food preferences.

111111(

tI

In a recent expfriment employing a withi,n-subjec,ts, design to

4

investigate the.effects of a 'shott-tetm experience with food on food

preference, Birc.11, (1979b) used a procedulie develoPed to assess pre-

'seheol-children's preferences dtrectly.. Prefernce data for a set of

iJor '
fruits were obtained from 37 preschool children. In the direct assessment

procedure, the child is presented with samples of all the foods in

question, and asked to taste' each one and to place it in front of one 6f

0 /
.three faces, corres.ponding to the child's reaction to. the food. One'face .

2.

pas designed to depict.somone who had just ea6en sometAing that) tasted

face
good, a secohd/ depicted sqmeone who had Tust eaten something that tasted

bad. the third face had a neutral expression. After the child tasted

each.foOd and placed it in front of the face corresponding to his or
, .

,her response to the food, the child then

rank ordered the Boods within each category.

To ac6omplish this tank ordring, the childwas aske-to indicate the

most preferred food it the get. As an item was designated ly,F. the child,

it was removed from the set This process wag repeated until sthe foods
*k.

ia the set wete rank ordered according to the child's preerence.

The preference data were analyzed using multidivensionat scaling
S.

firoCdures

"40
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4' --:..--Based oti in f ormation Obtained from food histories completed by

the children's parents and frOM te children's ability to5,name the

.foods correctly (e.g., all the children named bananaS.correcily, but
.

. .

. only 7'of.37 .could supply.theicorrect name for dates)., the first'

1

dimension of food preferenceyas.11elled familiarity.

.

lo

It is.the first dimension because 1140

accoupts for the 11argest'percentage of-the,yaaance in'the dataA29 -

-The second dimension,reCconnting fdr-an\additional 26t qf the variance;,.\
was Iabelled-sweetnes.9.,.

data .from.three sabsequent preference assessments Of the

obtained.over,a period.of qpproximately six months, were

the same two.dimensions vonsisEently'emerged.

'When the

same children.,

analyzed,

4 a

If e
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Familialjt-y is, of course, a function Of experience and exposur,

`
and its consistent emergence as a salimt. dimension underlying preference

attpsts to 0,0 importance of experience in the establishment of children's

food,prefereneft. Zajone (1968) stated a general hypothesis relating
Po

the effects of experimental ekposure to preference, in thç following way
. .

"Mer,e repeated exposure of the individual to a stimulus is a sufficient

(.

con4ition for the enhancement of Ethe, individual attitude toward it." Presumably,
.

ftmere. repeated exposure" leads to increaed familiarity and Troduces

increased, preference: 'The mere exposure hypothesis has received support

from research with adult subjects-using A variety of stimuli, including

,

-

Chinese characters (Zajonc, 1915), paintings (Maslow, ;1937), and htiman

faces. (Zajonc, 1968); a study_by Kail,(1974) with school age, children

using visual stimuli similar to-those used by Zajonc (1968) also produced-

results- consistent with ehe exposure hypothesiS.. Howev4r, there is only

lone study in the'literature that inVegtigated'the effects' of,exposure a

.on preference using foods as stimuli.- In that study,Peryam,(1960

presented novel foods to AMdrican soldiers four times at monthly
,

ititervalS, 'Treference for the foods was initialbr lqw and no pos five

shift in.preference was noted,withNrepeated.ex'posure. The failur to.
-

nofe an kxposure effect itiay Faye been due to the lot lvèis cif ex osure

his subjects receivd.

Ih the,Birch. (19791)) study, an initially unfamiliar food, dac:es, was

repeatedly presented to the children. Dates werp selected based In the.

- A

:results ofthe multidimensional scalin anAlysis, , .

/

,

.. food histor data, Ind the
,

,

, -

children's abi1itynam6 foods If Mere repeate exposure nereases

4
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familianity, then the location of dates on the familiarity dimonsion.was
tv

expected to shift toward the familiar pole of the dimension. when

preferehces were reasseE;sed fol1ox4ing repeated exposure. A:comparison of
,

the preference orders from the pre- and post-exposure ass.essments luld

indicate whethei this increased exPerience vith tine food increase

preference:
1

The children were vxgosed to dates each day for seven conse

days of the pre§chool program. The food wa s presented :in the context (4

the lunch program, and the children received the initially unfamiliar
A

item in addition to theother facids on the menu. The resulting 'preference

data4-indicated that S. 4
I,

t the-end of the experimental period, dates Were raaed ,ag mor

f4thiliar than before, Consonant with the expected direction of.dhange,

Howevorv although
-

faTiarity was creased, no positive shift in preference occurred as

-a function Of,the additional exposure.

A closer looli at the data from the ten children who initiaily

raAed daees last in their pref.erehce ordeeprOvides some information

0.P
joribe

on the failure to note,corMistent support for the---exposure hyp0761esis.

Half of th.te ten-children showed increased preferencecandPall of-tlem
A

were 3-year-olds: Twb' of the'Se children indicated that dates were nou-

their favorite fruitond the other three-children ranked,dates in nthe

middle of eheir preference order. The food histories of these-IMO&

- 9

0

. -

;
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children indicated that .or four of them, dates had never been ser-ved

at home and were unfamiliar.. Results of the multidimensional scaling

4
analysis indicated that familiarity was weighted heavlerk by these

5-year-o1ds. In contrast, the otfier five children showed no change in

preference. ifll'of them were 4-year-olds-. Ilke.foOd histories of these

-..

children'indicated that dates had been served ,to all of these ehildren

. .
\

at lhome 'arid were therefore, familiar'to the children atthe beginning of
, ,

. . ,

.

the\exposure procedure. Food histories also indicated\that four of these

five children consistently refus4 dates when they were served. Results

of the Multidimensional scaling analysis showed that dweetness was more

heavily weighted by these children than familiarity and that they tended:

to.prefer the more sour fruits, such as grapefruit and pineapple, to the ,
v.`

Ns
sweeter ones. The information indicating that a cktange'in.preferenee

occuried in children for whom,dates were initially unfamiliar is consistent

Wiih.the generalization that the exposure effect is noted only when

stimuli are-unfamiliar initially (Zajbnc, 1968). When the total sample

was divided into 3-and 4-year-Old grups*, and the data foi- the.two groupd

analyzed separately, famili.arity was found to be the first dimension for,'
.

the,3-year-olds, and sweetness the first dimension for the 4-.7yeal4o1ds,

reflectieng the' age difference in theasalience of the two dimensions noeed

for the subsimple of ten children,

I.

The-importance of familiarity as the major dimension of prefereince
1

jot the youpgeStechildren suggests that early,exposure and experienceu.

*with foods is very 'important in the formation of food preferences,:

Children tende4. t .like the familiar and dislike the unfamiliar

.

ftiods, The relatively rapid shift from familiarity to SweetnesS as the ,

rs..
1 0

..t
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\primary djmeasion nudi!rlying preference from 3- to 4-years is consistent

t

with the data cited previously tiuggestiug the existence of senSitive
(

, .

,
.

periods in the formation of food preferences, with itenv-tirat.are exposed
, ,

( ... .

.during the, period while familiarity is particularly salient tending_to

become preferred.

Notwithstanding the precedim_discus.,lion. of the effects or "mere
,

repeated exposure," experi_encd does not take place in d .v.acuup, and the

context in whidik,exposure occurs can'be expected to make important

contributions to the fOrmaCion of food prel;erenceb. )iecause of the

importance of these context effects, they will be discussed as a separate

J.topic in a later section of this.paper.

.

In contrast:fo%research sqk igesting that experience playn an mportant
- 1

1
V

role in the fopraaon of preferences for foods, there are data indicating

A.
that experience does not'figure centrally in the formation of preferences

for.the. fou4r b4sic tastes (sweet, sour, sa4y, and bitter). .yor example,

when Desor, Naller,,aad Turner (1973) studied.tbe responses of newborns.

'tolplain and sweetened water, the neonates indicated.a. preference. for
,

.. .
.

.

. ,
.-..

. ,

.

sweet solutions over plain-water. and increased their cansumption od,/tfie
,

, .

sugar solutions 4 higher eoncentrations..Vhen they comparet(the

_

/
responses of-the n ates totthose of older infants.(5 to 11 weeka and.

20 to 28 weeks) us ng the same preparations,'all groups showed the same

. relative patte n oi consumption': more of the sugar sOlutions than of #

J

the.water was consilmed and consump,tion increasecl at higher sugar A
concentr ions. Desor, And Greene (1977) also reported p comparison

with

of th infant data cited above / adult.data obtained by Stellar (1947) and -

,

not d that the two set$ o resuls were-gpriki6gly similar. They.concluded
,
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"4y that, desOite the extensive dietary experience adults hav'b had, they

\ .

'continue to exhibit (he same fhgestive re!;ponses fo sweet that. they

had at birth- and that experienCe contributes little to the etiology Of

the taste preferevce for riweet.

With respect to Lhe question of Ohethei-.early preferences and.

'aversions persist throughout life, the only evidence available from

human subjects appears in the retrospective'reports of Garb and .

Stunkard (1974). People frequently retorted that food aversions formed

in childhood persisted into adulthood, some for as long as fifty years-

/
4_

olA

The authors did not qttompt to det.ermine whether foods that were preferred

%

'fearly in lif were still preferred in adulthood. However, Were is.some
/

,

evidence from nonhuman speCit.es suggesting that eqrly preferences,persist

later in life. For example, Capretta and Rawls (1974) demonstrated that

41
rats who were exposed to a garlic flavor chirine, nursing and after weaning

./

showed a greater preference for the flavor than did'controls later In

life. Althdugh the retrospective data.of Garb and Stunkard (1974)suggest

that preference4-may persist throughout life,longitudinal data are needed"

in order 'to trace'the course of food preferences through the life span..

DeseriaayeStudies pf Children's Food Preferences and Consumption Patterns

During the pa6t 50 years, thdre havorbeen numerous destriptive

studies of chlldren's conAumptiob patterns and food pl:pferences. Studies

of. consumption Oatteritii are cited in this discussion because consumption

data have frequently formed the basis for inferences regarding preferences.''

Irksome cases, isumptidn dpta were obtained through direct observation

,(Davis,.19,28 Dunshee, 1932; Harrill, Smith, atId Gangever, 1972; Lathb and

Ling, 1946), and in others,maternal reports of Children's consumpti have

4

1 ..-Y*

1 2
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formed th basis of inferences about children'p fooi,preferences (Bryan'

and'Lowenberg,-1958; Dierks and'Norse, 1965;'Eppright, Fox, Fryer, Lamkin,

Vivian, and Fuller,. 1972;.NcCarthy, 1935; Sanjur and Scoma, 1971):\

.. -. .\

When consumptign measures are used-as.thp basis of statements

regarding food preferences,.the implicit assumption made is that the pore.
_ - --*

,an individual eats of something, the more highly prefertad that something
%

This assumption can'be criticiZed oi-L 'the grounds that factors other

than.Prefeig4 feet consumption patterns. -For example, foods differ
,

in satietyAritaup; the fact that an individual constmes more lettuce.than

chocolate,fudge dbes not necessarily indicate that lettuce is preferred

to chocolate fudge. Yurthermore, when data are obtained by presenting

foods oA different days,and reltive consurlotion of those foods is used

as a measUre of preference, the observed differences in consumption may

be a function of day-to-day differenceg in the physiological state of the
s

individual, rather than reflecting differences in Ifpodqlreference.'
.

. Investigators have relied rather heavily onmaternal report in
.40 t

obtaining information on children's consumption patterns and preferences.

Their rationale.for the use of, maternal report has been that chiTered are

unreliable sources of information an.1 cannot provide data regarding
.

..

their own food preferences (Bryan and Lowenberg, 1(.;:4): Unfortuncitely,
i.

,
. Jr-_S 4

. o

omthers,are also unreliable sources of data regarding their. children'S
. .

.behavior, and with respect to food preferences, Glaser (1964) noted

considerable variationrin the parents and the children's reports of the
I.

chiidren's food preferences. For ex'ample, although parents'stated that
1

31 percent of their chifdrea disliked broccoli, only 10 percent of the

,children indicated a dislike for broccoli. Further evidence on the

13

Iv

M.%
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inaccuracy or maternal report collies from a study l)y Birch (in press ) ,

,--k. ,

in mhich maternal reports of Aildren's prefetenk:ea..wei-e compared and

correlated with childrerOg preferences,cbtaltied nAnt, the'direct
a I'

assessment procedure described,parlier., Baqed on 36, mother-qhild pairs,

,

the median correlation ,(tan) between thef;e two meawreEi of 'children's

food preferences was only .29 (the tau value corresponding to' tbe
-4--

,

0<.05 levgl of significance is -,60),' and the cOrrelations were significant

in only 20 percent of the mother-chifd pai*s.

*
Furthermore, observationg

1.

made in our laboratory fail to confirm Bryan and Lowenteres contention

that children cannot provide reliable information regarding their own

. preferences; childremNas young as 21/2 years do not hesitate to communichte .

their likes and diSlikes about foods presented,to them, and the data

).

i

obtai ed uSing the direCt assessment procedure have demonstrated that the
r

preference data.are reliable (Birch, 1979b) and valid predictor of

jonsumption (Birch, 1979c).

Because 'consumption patterns are determined by factors other than'
%

prefereqce satietY value, availability, phriological state. of'

the individual, cost, dalori content),'it is not appropriate to use

consumption measures as the basis of'inferences regarding,food prefetende.

However, because prefersince is an important determinant of consumptlfon

patterns, knowledge about food preference should be useful in predActi

consumption patteins. Birch (1979c) established that preferen data\

were eaective predictors of childrenls consumptiOn in a self-se, ection
A .

,

setting: Indepent measures of' preschoolers preferences and consumption

patteens were obtained during snack periods for four conseckltive days.
,

1

A
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Snacks were eighr dafereni kinds of smnll, open-faced ..san4wiches With

different typos of spreads. Preference'assessment proc(-dureE.i, were the

. . .

same as those described previously. To:obtain the consumption data,

.

four groups AT four preschooj.ers paracipated in dll'"$ipe&itil sAack"
4Ms

,

period each day fer'four consecutI.Ve days. An array of serving plates,
t

each With a differ-eat type of saridwich on it, wes pvesentod to the

/4. .

children, who were given small/plates and told that they couletake the,

sandwiches they want4d to eat and that hey could return for more if

they liked. An obserVer recorded eaci child's consumptig

of lereference assessment and con

days. The oblained correlatid;1 bet 4een the measures of preference and

co sumption ws'.80 for the to ample, higher than correlations of

//1
i .

preference and consumption rep rtel bIllgrim (141) for adult'subjects
..

I

umP

The order.

ion was counterbalanc d over

that ranged from .50. to .70, t i possible to spetulate that the.
.

. relationship between preference anci consumption is etronger for children
.

than for adults because cultural factors that come to play" an infludntial

role in the food choices of a'dult e.g., nutritive value) caloric

A

. ! & / t 01 .

.content, co t, prestige value) have not yet become relevant.for young

1 Children, wh se preferences and consumption patterns are primarily a function.
e

of input from their direct experience with foods.

An example. 9f a carefully conducted study of consumption patterns

in very early\childhood is the early work of Davis'(1420, whose results

att.widely quoted awl frequently misinterpreted. She obserVed the,
,

4

consumption patterns o'f three newly weaned infants in a setting where
. I

ihey were allowed to selfselect their diets.She did not draw inferences
\

a

'regarding prefere ces. The infants were presented with a large variety

,

15
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of foods, skmply prepared, with no added seasonIngs or f;aft. Salt was

available at mealtime for §easoning but sugar was not. ,The foods

offered included selee,tions.from the following categories:

14

muscle meats,

organ mats; seafoods, cereals', bone productS, eggs, milk, fruits,

and vegetables. Davis concluded that,-given this' s4t of alternatiVes

the infants .were able -to- select a 'nutritionally adequate dit This t;Yotk--

is frequently cited as evidence'that children can select a nutritious
,

/ diet from among the alteonatives available to them: The fallacy'of
;

the interpretation has'been pointed:out by Gusso4 (172): s'given the.
\_

- set of alternatives available to the chijdren,in-the'Study,-it would havte

been difficult for theM to select a .diet that was inadequate. ,The

eicperimentalsittihtion bears'little'resernblance to'the alternatixths
.

-typically presented to children in our contemporary society, .Iiho are

:frequently presented with arrays of highly sugared and.proceinsed foods

,andAgho'are the targets of medfa calinpaigns'designed,to hell highly

sugared cereals, soft danks,,snack foods, and candy.

Contributionsn It the Formation. of Foo4 Preferences in th4

Intrinsic Dimensions of Foods Characteristics of the Individual, and

Context
T

Young (1968) has maintain-44 that, in man,

unpleasantness Of contact with food determineS

the Pleasantness or
at

acceptance, rejection; and

preferencer Aspects of thfee elements ,o'f thiz, contact situation can

Potentially ,contribUte to the formation of foOd preferenceS: the food,

the person, aildthe contekt.

Intri!Isic'dimensjons of foods..

6

Foods -are: very comp:L.6x,, multidithensional

Deppite the numerous qescriptive studies.of children's consumption

It
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patterns and preference4, Very little is nown. about he re' Ative sal'ijrma'

.

for young cyldren of the dimensions of foodiv.g., er.tuW tem erature,

170 .lo .esof tileseaspects of tate and aroma, and 4ual characterist es_

15

dimensions moWimportaut than others in determEn g pre 9reac s? Are

there individual differences andPor age diffe.ren . s kn he re alive

coAtributions-of these dimensions to preference

A ma.jor objective of the study by Birch ( 979b), sscus.ed above,
t'

.

was to begin to obtain information on these estion method used .

/

, t
.

in'this research to assess children's ftrefer ady been

deOribech Two dimension's consistently eM

four assessments: 54familiarity and sweetn

,in addition to these may have been nod

judgments, .01 se tWo dimensions consiste

..-'-'N 60k percent of, he variance in the prof
,. .

/t/he estence of A famillarity dimenpi

I .section of this paper. The emeroence

surprfsing,1n light of the data indi

sweet tast'e is innate and changes 1

and.Greene, 1977): Resaltd of.. oth

t

have'also'shown sweetness to be a

m'hildren's reference judgments
P

t a series of

other dimensions
4

'in mai:J.9g preference

6Ifor approximately

pe implications 'of

ed in a previods

diMension is not

sandwiches Ad snack foods, :

I: /

Physiol ical characteris icp awl bodiTy states of the individual.
_.t -

/

. The effects of disruption of tiomeostasis on taste'preference. have been
..

; . .

.. studied.ift adult-hubans and' 0 othet,orenismt, but there is

Treference for the

rience (Desor, Mailer, ,

h, 197aa, 19/9917;1

ion in preschool

ditIon to fruits, including

,

., :, .

'evidence xegarding theeffe s of leprkvation and satiation.states on-
. a

. , t

ft
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t
chilaren's preferencds for foods! Crinker (19)7) did report chat no

.e

alfrilrence was found in children't4 taste prefe-rendes for simple sucrose

solutions when the solutions were tasted before and after lunch. These

findings nre consistent with the results ol work by Uoskowiti, Kumaraiah,

Sharma; Jacobs,.and Sharma (197,5), who reported po differences in the

pleasantness ratings for citric acid and quinine suFfate solutions when
\

they wete tasted before breakfast and af,ter lunch. In contrast, Cabanac

(1974) and Moskowitz,' Kumaraiah, Sharma, Jacobs,(and Sharma (1976) noted

that after a satiating glucose load, adults' taste and aroma preferentes

shifted froT liking toward disliking, and Cabanac has maintained that.

pleasure serves the physiological function of helping to maintain

homeostasis. The conflicting results noted in the tWO sets'of studts

may be.due to differonees in procedures used to manipulate metabolic

state: .In the research reporting differences in preference ns. A function

of metaboliC state, satiety was dehned by ingestion of a glucose \oad..

cOntrast, in.stpdies providing.no support for 'fferenceS in preference

,
. .

.

-.\
.

.

as function'of'metabolic state, satiation waA defined n after lunch."

the view that homeostatic needs affect palatability of fo. . and
4..

, 0 I.

treference-for
theuLagrees with common dtnse; water "tastes better

VP

when you are thirsty than when you are not; a steak "tastes better" when
.., ,

1

you are hungry i'llairafter a large mealx(Young, 1977). Despite intuitive

-appeal, generalizations from results of research on the effects of

e

cphysic4ogical state .on taste preferences Ito their'effects on food

preferences must:1;e tnade "with caution.

Obesity, a more Stable charec4eristic of the individual; has been

shown to be related to preference., Obese adults show diffi!rent preference.
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functions for sweet than do uorinals (Grink and Hirsch) 197.2) Ilhirt!

normal weight adul0; tend to show

Concentrations of sugar4lutions
Nwh,

reached, obese individuals found

iocreasi prefcrence for increasing

until a Ireakpoirtt" in preference Is

the sute !ries of increasing sucrose

f.
concentrations inc.reasingly unpleasant.

when taste- preference data

C nker (1971)' reported that

were obtained fr m normal-weight and obege

.school age children from 8- to

preference functions remarkably

adults: the more concentrated

10-years7oll the obese children'thowed

Iv 1similar described for obese
U.

the solution

preferred. The normal childre4 perfóriled m

he les frequently it was

like the normal aiulis;

11

preferring the more concentrated solutions ovei' leSs concentrated ones.
, .

1 .
.

. .

, .

.
.

The sensory capacity of the individual can 'be expected t o influence '

been reported that
tapte and food,preferences. It has/ humans have a wider distribution and

greater Amber'of taste buds during infancy and early.childhood than at'

and
any time later in lIfe (Arey, Trehlaine, and.Monzingo, 19351, /there Is

reason to'believe that the form of the functions:relating the eoncentration

of preparationS to

development. Alth

peTceiVed intensity:and preferencerwry'change'Lith

ough there has 1)6%4 speculatiL on this point, vety

:IL;
little el.)-idence exists. -Feeney, Poddi,.4nd Logenberg (1966) expl6rpu

age differencea in sensory thresholds usfng preschool cjiiiAien. and the

parents as.subjects. . Parents and children wire pres'ented 1.74th distifled

water ana asked to compare it

-and' to indic n the tWo

with low conce tration suclne

solutions,tasted differently.

solutions

These data

-

were used to determine sellsory thresholds fok the two age groups. No
,

age differences were noted; children 4nd their parents showed equiv4lent

sensitivity in discriminating beteen distilled water and the sucrose

age differences in thresholdssolutions. Howèver,- the absencg of

".



.does nbt

relating

age .

S.

provide ietformation on whether the forms of the functins.

concentration to perceivkA intengity hnd prefer,ence difier with.

In.a study discusse d previously, 1),esor, CI-oena: and Maller (1975),

compared the taste preferences of children and adults and :indicated that
_ .

children tended to prefer hlgher con centrations of sugar sofutions than .

1

did adult suhjects. If children are more-isensiCve than adults, then

this age diffrence is not in the predicted direction unless the form of

A
the function relating perceived intensity and preference is very-different

for the two age'groups. /Unfortunately, data on the perceived intenslty

of the solutions were not reported, so-it is not possible to determine

whether.the differencesj!in preference are mediated by differences-sin

perceived intensity,. \

There has been a good deal of research on the tast e sensitivity of

meonates. , Investigators have%noted,- for example, thAt-sweet is discriminateg

from nonsweet at birth (DeSor, Maller, and Turner, 1973; Engen, Lipsitt,
. /as previously noted,

and P4k, 1974; lgisbitt and Gurwitz, 14,970), and,that newborns will ingest

.

.

intcreasing amounts of sweet,solut ions it increasing concentArAtions..' These

,which .

.. 1%.
. :

..

. , .

dataisuggest that the preferenCe for sweet is present-at birth; altre

consistent with LeNagnin' (Y977) statemerit tha.Cihe sweet taste acts as

an unconditioned stimulus for eating and drinking in many.species,

, 40t
apparently including humans.

Probably the most extensive literature on the influence of the
' 4

4
physio ogical state -of tge,organism on pi-eference is that'on conditioned

avrsions. It has been shown repeatedly that an initially preferred food

can be made aversive. after only a single association_with Plaess which

C.
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follows Ingestioti (Goleta, Kim;!1dorf, aed Ko( lIin, 1955; Catcia,

and Rusinak, 1914). In a related phenomi-noa, positive shirts in preference

4
are noted in cases where ingestion _of' a too:dsttat is followed by posit lye-

effects such as reeovery from thiamine deficiency (Garcia, Ervin, Yorke,

and Koelling, 1967; Yozino 1965). Although the research elucidaqing the
, <

nature of. conditioned aversions and .the .mechani=s involved iu their .

acquisition has emp&oy0 nonhuman species, Garb and Stunkard's (1974) work

shoxpd that conditioned aNrsions frequently-occur in humans as well.
->

The laws of learning apply to the formation of affedtive processes

and preference (Young, 1968), and Garcia, et al. (1974) pointed,out that

it is possible to operationally describe the acquitision of taste aversions

in classical conditioning terms. However, they-also point.put that in

the case of conditioned aversions)(and perhaps in the acquIsition of -

'preferences), the animal does not appear to have acquired an if-then

relationship which desciabes what is generally learned in classical

conditioning, e.g., "iT bell, then food," but-rather a change In the

preferenceffor the food ocCurs. A bit of introspection sugg'ests that this

humans.
is also the case in For example, if yotkhad onc7 become Ill after,

eating chocolate ice cream, your subsequent response to'chocolate ice

0:earn ld probably not bei'"If I eat this. i.ce creNm
'

(then) V11 get -
0

sick," but rather one of revulsion and nausea WO fleeting your aversion

and leading to the.rejection ?f chocolate Ice Cream-- As a resulvt of.the
-

pairing of thefood with illness, a negative shift in preference has
4

'occurrpd rafilher that4 the-acquisition of a new conftngency relationship.

.Context.c Within the limits set by innate taste preferences and

characteristics of the individual on the range of food preference,
I.

z



the E;ocial-affective context in wilich fopds are presented influences

the acquisition of food preferences. Context functions in a number of

*
ways to influence the .formation of food preferences_ Children's.

I. I
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prete,k.ienc.; are :knfluenced by the foo(1 choiLes and Etating behaviors of
. .

:
otbers present (Birch, 1980; Duncker, 1938; Marenho, 1942; HArper and ,

Sanders, 1975),.by the%ehavioral consequences of eating (Ireton and

Guthrie; 1972), and by the soci,p1 affective context in which foods are

presented (Birch., 1979a; Birch, Zimmerman/ and Hind, in press). Although

a discUssion of the effects of television advertising on children is

beydnd the scope of thiS paper, concern with the effects.of televisioh.

advertising on the acquisition and modification of children's food

preferences. has been voiced.recently in bearings held by the Federal

TOde Commission on the topic 4C:television advertising directed at

children, and there is evidence that such advertising s influence
41,4

4

-

childrens food preferences as well as the purchasin patterns of parents
. ,

4

(Calst and White, 1976; Goldberg, Corn and (bson, 1578; Reiss, 1977. )

..
Harper and Sanders (1975) investigated young children!s willingness

to sample novel.food when mothers and strangers modeledthe eating of

the food. The mother's were more influential

than the'strangers, although modeling produced ff'ects on the children's

eating behavior in both cases, Younger children were more affected.bY.

the procedures than were older children. Results also indicated that

children were more likely to ea,r a novel.food if the adult modeled eating.

.-

than if the adult merely offered food to the child. No preferenCe

:Aata were obtained from the children so it is.not possible to ascertain
:1 ,

1

whether )modeling also produced 1:ncrear3ed preference for= the foods.



In a study of social infine4ce on children's food preferences,-' t.

(,
Duncke,r.,(1938) employed two different social contexLs,ln an aiLtempt.to

\..

modify preschool childreubs food preferences, incrIlding the use of

,

a story in wit:eh the hero showed a stroag preferenc.e fo.r a bad- tasting

s e .

.
food over one with a more pleasaint tast.e. AS a 4esult', therc.hildren

':
,

. _ . . .

. , . Pr-'preferences showea a temporary'shitt to the food preferred hy the story a

,
hero. The second procedure involved exposing children to other.children.*

&

with different preferences. After observing other children choosing

'foods tq eat, each child was asked about his, of her own preferences in

the presence of the other children. When these preferences were compared

to those obtained from the children prior to social influence, results.

indlca.ted 'that the children who were eXposed to others' choices showed

a high percentage of choices of the peers' preferred foods.. Age
/r

differences in the effects of social influence appeared; when the child

who Was the object of influence was younger than the others, more change

in prefereape was noted thad when the child was older_than the peer

model Duncker did not obtain' adequate data oWthe children's preference

'in the absence-of oth'er children in.order tO determine mhether the

children's choices were a function of conformity or whether the changed

.*choices reflected a shift'in preferences Narenho.,(1942-.),. in a subsequent

study- of the effects of social influenee on food preference,noted that

success in modifyin, the ,children's preferences' was a fynction of hoW

well established the initial preference was and that,modification of

preference occurred more 'readily in younger children, who presumably

have less well-established preferences.
1
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In an attempt to modify oximiul food preferenes, Birch (19M)
/ina natural setting,

investigated the 4niluence of peer models'"food selectiims and eating

behaviors on preschoolers' (37- and'4-year-olds)

food prrferences and food chofas and, eating behaviors during lunch.

Based on assessed preferences for vegetables, a "target" child who

preferred Negetable "A" to vegetable "V.was_seattd at lunch with three__

or four peers with the.opposite preference pattern. The.children ware

then pres)ented with their preferred and nonpreferred vegetable pairs

Aand asked to choose one. Choices wer'e made in a specified order. Oa

the first daythe.target child chose first, while on days 2, 3, and 4

of the procedures the.peers made their selections first. Seventeen

situations of this type were arranged. The target children showed

-

a significant shift from choosiiig thefr pr-eferred vegetable on day 1

to itoosing their nonpreferred vegetable on day 4. When the target

children's'preferences were reassessed at intervals up to several weeks-
,

following thq conclusion, of the luncheon.procedures; the target children
.

still showed a significant positive shift in prefereae for their initially
/later

nonpreferred vegetable:.,:Decause this preference assessment was.performed

-in ihe absence of peers, conformity cannot account for the shift in

Preference. Consumption data also indicaued a significant increase in

the amount of the nonprefered food that the target children consumed

'Thus, . .

over days. /exposing children to peers with different preferences wlio

selected and ate the target chiloloirees nonpreferred foods uas sufficient

to change both 'preference, and -consumption patterns. Age differences alsb
/than older children

appeared in the data, with more younger children' showing positive

,preference shifts These results indicate that

modeling appears to have both immediate more lasting effects on food 4

24
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preferences. The consistent emergence of ago differonres in the effeeks

of modeling on food preferences not.ed in the.studies presented aibvo

is again suggest00 of thq exIstence of a sensitive period during thc!

/
early pieschool years for the formatiOn of food 1freferences.

The salcpss of t_Pc social influence procedures ie producing chAges

in food preferences suggests that if children were routin&ly exposed to

A

other.children with food preferences differing from their own, they would 4

begin to broaden the set of foods acceptable to them. This is particularly

important in light of the findings of Bppright et, al. (1972), who .

reportjrhat one of the central concerns of the mothers they interviewed

was the .limited number of foods their preschbol children wodld accept.

.Ireton.and Guthrie (1972) looked at the effects of operant conditioning

.procedures on childrens consumption pattrns:- In an attempt to increase

vegetable consumption, the children were given tokens and verbal reinforde-

ment contingent upon their.consumption of premeasured setvings of

vegetables. Results indicated that this procedure produced significant

increases in consumption but no data-are'repoited to indicate whether

positive shifts in preference for the vegetables may also have occurred

as a result of the operant conditioning procedures.

lecent work ,by Birch (1979a) pnd Birch, Zimmerman, and Hind (in press).
AR

4 indicates that positive shifts in preference .can.be obtained by manipu-

lating the social-affective context in which foods are'presented.;

Participants in this Study were 3" to 5-year-old preschoolelis -whose

preferences for a-set of eight snack fbOds were assesiied at the bekinning

of the experiment. Based'on these assessed,preferences, a "neutral"

for presentation
food was selected / to.each child in or4 of four _contexts: as a repord;
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._...._ .

noneontingently, paired with adult at ( enrion) in a OU()ç Ea 1 context ;

dr at%nacktime, in addition to the other seven snack loodl;. Prenentat tons
,

over a period of six four-day presc
were made twice per day on 21 days/ 16 chlidren. partfel.pated in plc

/presentation
.

each condition. Preferences were rez..issessed AurIng tale procedures,at
.

,

four and six weeks (following 30 and ,47 presentations), and aLiain six

weeks after the conelusion of the procedures. The results of this'

r(esea eh ae presented'in Figure 1. It is clear that the social-affective
'

Finseit Figure 11hout here]

d context in.Which fOods are presented influenceg food preferences.. Both

-presenting foods as rewards.and presenting them uancontingentlx paired with

.
adult attention:produced significant increases in preference.. The effects

were not transitory, hut pefsisted for a least six weekS after the termi.4 .

nation of the procedure, Familiarity- cannot account for the effects because.*
in.each condition, the other foods in the set were presented to the'child

at snacktime on each day of the classroom presentation proced-Ores,

ensuring approximately equivalent exposOre to all the Snack foods.
(

Half'

of the children in each presentation condition received a sweet food

and half a nonsweet food. No differences in the effects .of context were

noted.as a function of whether the presented.food was .sweet or nonsweet.
Is

It. is common practice for adults in many cultukes fo use sweet_foods

as r Jan:1g to control childrgnIs behavior or astreatsor4acifierS;

sweet foods are also consistently presented in other.positive contexts,

,including hdliday celebrations and parties. 'Evidence on the per;miiveneas

of thee6 practices in the United States comes from the uforl. of Epprigh't

-et al. (1972), who interviewed 2000 mothers of preschool childrdn in the

'North Central tegiOn-oehe United States rearding their food habits

26 .
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and nutritional practices; Sixty-two percent of the sample iddicated

that they used sweet foods as rewards, treats, pacifiers, or that thy

withheld sweets as punishment (in tsho samo nterview, 71 per(:ent of th,:t-

mathers were concerned that their children were consuming too,many sweets).

The results of the research by Birch (1979a) and Birch, Zimmerman, and

Hind /
(in prus)

have shown that the practices reported by the mothers in the

-Epptight -et- al. (1971) research; including preSentinglbOIS reWard4'

. or treats in positive.contexts, produce enhanced preferences for those

foods,and the findings take on particular importance in light of current

concern with per capita consumption of refined and processed.sugat that

is reflected in the revised Dietary Coals for the United States (1977):

consumption of refined and processed sugars should be reduced by nearly

half (45 percent). One 'way to help cui.b our "sweet tooth" wog.ld be to

make individuals who interact with young children aware that
enhances

using sweet foods in positive contexts/ preference for those foods,

and'to urge the use ofralternative practices. The results have also

,demonstrated that positive social-affective contexts can increase

preferences for nonsweet foods as well. This suggess that positive

contexts could be used to produce positive shifts in preference for foods

4relatively low in refined, and processed sUgar and therefore mgre -desirable

.111V (

from almutirtional'standpoint.

Conclusiores- and Im2l1cat1ons

.
:I., It is clear that early.life experiences influence the: formation

. 4
of food preferences in the Young child. HoweVer, evidenee consistent with

\ 'ilieJissumption.thath'the effects of early-experience persist throughout tl;e

4

life span le lacklng,and longitudinal data are-needed to resolve this .issue.,
t.

, .

r

7

.,
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2. Our,knowledge regarding how developm-ntal changes in the senSory

systems of taste and olfaction might influence the development of food

.
perception and preference is extremely limited. In contrast to the simple

solutions eypically used in studies of taste preference., f ods'are complex,

multidimensional stimuli. Generalizations to food preferences from work

#01.

On taste preferences must be. made with. caution.,

3 Despite many normative-descriptive-studies of children's

-

consumption patterns-and food preferences, our understanding'of the

relative salience of the many intrinsic dimensions of food in determining
'0

food preference_is far from complete.
.0

.4. Although innate.taste preferences and cultural lactors appear to

set limits on the range of food preference, transitory.and relatively

stable states of the individual,, the context in which foods are presented,
1

and dimensions of the.foo4s can influence the formation of food

preferences.

5. Learning, and experience are very important in the formation and

yodification of foOd preferences,apd evidenee from several diverse sources

suggests Vlat early childhood may be a particularly sensitive peAod in

-the formation of 'food preferences and aversionS. Additional data

obtained froM hUman subjects aie necessary to resolve, this point.

6. Whether or not the data provide support for the existence of

4

sensitive periods during early,childhood, it is clear that young children's

food preferences are v#ty malleable. Research has demohstrated that

-children's food preferences are modified by exposure to peer models Who

have.different prefer-Othes, and, by the social-affective conte>t in which

foods di-e presente, The findings have implications for child rearing

2
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practices. The rattle of foods acceptable to,children could be evand(A.by

systematicallA expo int. children to others with different preferences,

vndi day-care setlings should .be particularty amenaole

to such efforts. Xt. should also be possible to minimize

the enhancethent of the preference for swe.et foods

by avvIding practices involving the presentation of sweet foods in
3vc, s

positive contexts. Positive social-affective contexts could -also be'.

sed io enhance prefeTwiee for, foods lower in sugar content and.higher

in nutritional value that are not initially highly prefered-by youngI,
children:

rt, .

11'

4

sr

1".
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